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President’s Message
As members will be aware we experienced some technical difficulties recently, when
we discovered emails could not be transmitted to or received from the Society’s email
account. This problem was discovered on Monday 27 February but was resolved on
1 March, when normal service was resumed. This problem occurred just before the
publication of the bi-monthly newsletter, which has consequently been delayed until
today. As you will appreciate the backlog of emails which had built up over four days
was considerable and there was also a requirement to prepare an important notice
regarding the forthcoming China trip. I regret any inconvenience that this may have
caused and would like to take this opportunity of thanking members for their patience
and understanding. Although inconvenient we were able to maintain contact with the membership through
information posted on the RASHK website. I do encourage all members to familiarize themselves with the
layout of the website and check it regularly for details of forthcoming events. I am sure that many of you
have already noticed that since January a new section for the RASHK Journal has been introduced, the
contents of which have been completely revised. Also available on the website is an archive of RASHK
newsletters, which it is hoped can be enlarged. There is also a gallery containing photographs of RAS events
and trips and a section under publications for titles published as part of the RAS Hong Kong Study series.
While on the subject of publications there was more good news recently when I visited Mrs Sandy Vilamil,
the St John’s Cathedral bookshop manager. Most of you know that since 2014 we have had an arrangement
with the bookshop to sell the RASHK Journal and other publications. Also available in the bookshop are
various titles under the Hong Kong Study Series, published mainly by HKUP. I was not altogether sure that
our publications were selling, however I was very pleased to learn that in fact this is not the case. While sales
are not great we are nevertheless selling copies which will provide an additional revenue stream. The
convenience of having a point of sales in Central is also a benefit to members who wish to buy a publication,
and saves a great deal of administrative time which would otherwise be spent by the Administrator having
to mail publications out. Please do visit the bookshop when you are next in Central and see for yourself what
is on offer. RASHK publications can be found on the shelves at the far end of the shop opposite the sales
counter.
With Christmas over we began the 2017 programme with a pre-Lunar New Year cross-boundary visit to
Kaiping and neighbouring counties in Guangdong Province. A large group of twenty-nine members and
guests participated in the four day, three-night trip, which was planned in such a way that those with only
limited time could depart early on Sunday. I am pleased to say only a few needed to do so. The object of this
trip was to visit the iconic fortified houses (diaolou), which have been recognized by UNESCO and granted
World Heritage status. We were also taken to Cangdong village which is the location of a special heritage
conservation project which RASHK members Rocky Dang and Peter Stuckey are involved in. For me
personally the highlight of this trip was an interesting Sunday afternoon and evening, spent at Cangdong
village listening to a talk given by Dr Selia Tan in one of the clan halls followed by demonstrations of
traditional Chinese music, played on the guqin (Chinese zither) and Chinese calligraphy and painting given
by two local artists. Some members eagerly took the opportunity to try their hand at the calligraphy but not
the guqin. After a late afternoon stroll up to the summit of the fung shui hill, behind the village, it was time
for dinner, which was a taken alfresco under banyan trees watching performances of two short Cantonese
operas and listening to a performance of traditional folk music played by an ensemble of local musicians on
Chinese instruments. It was a delightful evening and I am grateful to Phylis and John Wilson for their very
interesting review of the trip which you can read later in this edition. I was also pleased that among the
participants we had some overseas members, who were able to join us during their visits to Hong Kong. In
addition to the Wilson family we also had the company of Paul Bolding, chairman of the ‘Friends of the
RASHK’, based in London and his wife Kirsty Norman. Paul and Kirsty attended the sale of the Keith
Stevens collection in UK in October 2016 and I am very grateful to Kirsty for the donation of the lavishly
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illustrated sales catalogue published by the auction house responsible for the sale. This will be passed to the
Hon Librarian later. To the ‘Friends’ and all overseas resident members in UK and elsewhere we welcome
your continued interest and participation in the Society here in Hong Kong and look forward to seeing more
of you if and when you visit Hong Kong.
Looking ahead we shall return to Mainland China once again in April for the first of our 2017 overseas trips.
This year the destination is Guizhou Province. Details of this trip have been previously published in the
January edition and on the website. Once again, the event organisers for this trip are Rocky Dang and Peter
Stuckey, who have just returned from Guizhou where they have been checking final details and prices. The
itinerary for the trip and the booking form has now been issued. May I please ask that you now reply as
requested no later than Monday 6 March so that final arrangements can be made. See you in Guizhou!
Michael Broom
President

Front Cover: Cangdong Village, Kaiping. (Photo courtesy: Michael Broom)
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Future Activities
LOCAL VISIT

Visit to the Kowloon Mosque

Kowloon Masjid
(Photo source: Young Post, South China Morning Post)

Kowloon Masjid is an iconic site in Tsim Sha Tsui, as the first mosque to be built by soldiers in 1896 by the
Muslim garrisons of the HK regiment of the British army, a testament to the role that South Asians played
in the colonial government. Rebuilt in 1984 it can now accommodate up to 3500 worshippers, with Friday
(Juma) prayers overflowing to the streets. Aside from the 5 daily prayers and Eid festival prayers, the mosque
also serves as a social centre and a learning institution, regularly offering a series of seminars twice a year
and Open days for non-Muslims to know more about Islam. Indeed, it is a conduit for exchange of ideas and
is a symbol of the multicultural society in Hong Kong.
The Speaker
Mr Abu Bakar Ma Wing-cheung is the Vice-Principal of Islamic Kasim Tuet Memorial
College, Chai Wan. He also teaches Business Studies and Islam at the College.

Programme
Speaker:
Mr. Abu Bakar Ma Wing-cheung
Date:
Saturday, 4 March 2017
Time:
RAS Group assembles at the main entrance of the Mosque at 10:00 a.m.; guided tour
starts 10:30 a.m. & finishes 12:00 noon
Venue:
Kowloon Mosque, 105 Nathan Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon
Admission: RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Booking:
Please email <asykwong@akaa.hk> in advance to reserve your place and pay at the door
Dress Code: Will be issued to all who has registered prior to the date of visit
Restrictions: 30 pax

******
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LECTURE

Islands & Villages in Rural Hong Kong:
Southern District Officer Reports

(Photo courtesy: Mr. John Strickland, GBS, JP)

The talk is based on the reports written about the rural areas of Hong Kong in the 1910-30 and 1950-60
periods by District Officers responsible for the Southern Administrative District.
The District Officers, all “Cadet Officers” (now called “Administrative Officers”) were members of the small
group that constituted the core of the governing system in the then British Colony, regularly moving between
different jobs so as to gain experience and to be able to see the big picture when making decisions.
It is assumed that the primary interest of the audience will be the description of the villages and life in them.
At the same time, the material gives a fascinating insight into how colonial civil servants viewed their jobs
and discharged their responsibilities in the first half of the twentieth century.
Southern District was somewhat of a misnomer, comprising most of the islands of Hong Kong plus Tseung
Kwan O, the Clearwater Bay Peninsula and the southern part of the Sai Kung Peninsula. In the period covered
by the reports, there were few roads in Southern District. Access was thus either by boat or on foot.
Eric Hamilton who besides his career in the Hong Kong Civil Service between 1911-1945, wrote to the
newspapers on cricket and anything whimsical which took his fancy, under the pseudonym of “R. Abbit”.
Walter Schofield (1888-1968) obtained an MA degree from Liverpool and Oxford Universities. Throughout
his career, he pursued what was no doubt his first love, the geology and archaeology of Hong Kong. SH
Peplow, Land Bailiff Southern District’s contribution is extracts from his book “Hong Kong, About and
Around”. Paul Tsui came from a humble background but acquired a degree from the University of Hong
Kong before the second World War. During the war he served with the British Army Aid Group around
Huizhou in Guangdong Province. After the war he was the first Chinese to be appointed as a Cadet Office
in the British Colonial Administration. Austin Coates spent eight years in the Hong Kong Administrative
Service. His books on South East Asia are well known and popular. In his 32-year career with the Hong
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Kong Government, half of it spent at one time or another in the New Territories District Administration,
James Hayes consistently demonstrated a passion for the rural areas of Hong Kong, the culture of its Chinese
inhabitants, and the recent history of the Colony.
The Speaker
John Strickland has lived in Hong Kong for most of the past 50 years. Whilst his home
has always been on Hong Kong Island, he has throughout maintained weekend escape
houses in remote villages as bases to explore country parks. He is Chairman of the
Trustees of The Sir Lindsay and Lady Ride Memorial Fund which subsidises the
publication of books in the Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Studies Series. He
assembled and extensively edited the material that comprises Southern District Officer
Reports to make it a coherent whole.
Programme
Speaker:
Date:
Time:
Venue:
Admission:
Booking:

Mr. John Strickland, GBS JP
Wednesday, 8 March 2017
Reception desk opens 6:30 pm; talk starts 7:00 pm
Centre for Visual Arts (CVA), 7A, Kennedy Road, Mid-Levels
RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Please email <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk> in advance to reserve your
place and pay at the door

******
LECTURE

Chinese Ceramics: Jade from Rao – The Passing of Artistic & Technical
Leadership from Imperial to Private Kilns in the Late Ming

(Photo courtesy: Mr. Tony Miller)

We tend to think of the competition between state-directed and free economic activity as being a relatively
modern phenomenon. It is not. The history of the kilns at Jingdezhen provides a classic example of how the
7
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pendulum has continued to swing down the centuries and across continents. Centralization of imperial
porcelain production in the town at the beginning of the Ming dynasty drove a rapid expansion of the imperial
kilns and made them both technical and artistic leaders of the field. Yet as that dynasty waned, the baton
passed to the private kilns, driven as much by changes to government policy as by new private wealth and
foreign demand.
The Speaker
Long interested in Chinese art and antiquities, and an avid collector of jade, Tony Miller's
chance encounter with a set of four biscuit carved tiles led him into a previously unresearched area. Subsequently an exhibition organized by him and his wife, Nga-ching,
with the assistance of the Art Museum Chinese University Hong Kong in 2005, broke new
ground. The catalogue associated with it, Elegance in Relief: Carved Porcelain from
Jingdezhen of the 19th to early 20th Century, which included a research essay by Tony, has
since become the standard reference work on this genre.
More recently Tony has spoken and written on porcelain of the late Ming and early Qing period. A reticulated
bowl of the Wanli reign, which he loaned for the Min Chiu Society’s 20015-16 Ming exhibition, was the
focal point for one such talk and shone new light on another group of objects that had not previously been
properly studied.
Tony is a keen member and past-president of the Oriental Ceramic Society, Hong Kong, and also a member
of the Min Chiu Society. He came to Hong Kong in 1972 and served in the Hong Kong Government through
the transition of sovereignty in 1997. Prior to retiring from public service in 2007, he and his wife represented
Hong Kong at the World Trade Organization in Geneva.
Programme
Speaker:
Date:
Time:
Venue:
Admission:
Booking:

Mr. Tony Miller
Friday, 24 March 2017
Reception desk opens at 6:30 pm; talk starts 7:00 pm
Centre for Visual Arts (CVA), 7A, Kennedy Road, Mid-Levels
RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Please email <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk> in advance to reserve your
place and pay at the door

******
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CHINA VISIT

Guizhou Trip 1 - 7 April 2017

(Photos courtesy: Mr. Peter Stuckey)

Tentative Itinerary for the RAS HK Guizhou trip, 1st April to 7th April 2017
(Subject to refinement)
Day 01, Saturday 1st April, 2017
Meeting point to be advised in Central/Sheung Wan at 10:30 am to catch a coach to take us to Shenzhen
North, High Speed Railway Station (via the Shenzhen Bay border crossing). Catch High Speed train to
Guangdong South and transfer to High Speed train to Congjiang in the SE of Guizhou, arriving at about 6:30
pm. This route allows us to see the scenery along the way, including as we pass by Guilin. Transfer by coach
to the Dong Village of Zhaoxing. Overnight in a local hotel in Zhaoxing Dong village.
Day 02, Sunday 2nd April, 2017
Explore Zhaoxing Dong village, with its Drum Towers and “Wind and Rain” Bridge. Enjoy an ethnic
performance of hill tribe dance and music and see local activities such as indigo dyeing. In the afternoon
visit another lively nearby Dong village with its Drum towers and “Wind and Rain” bridge. Then we drive
through attractive hilly countryside, with rice terraces, to experience life in the Dong village of Xiao Huang
and a Miao village nearby before returning to Zhaoxing for overnight in the same hotel.
Day 03, Monday 3rd April, 2017
We take a further look around Zhaoxing. After lunch we go to Congjiang and take a High Speed train to
Guiyang (about 2 hours) where we transfer to a coach to Anshun. Overnight in a hotel in Anshun.
Day 04, Tuesday 4th April, 2017
By coach we visit Huangguoshu, and walk to the magnificent waterfalls and parks at Doupotang and Huang
Guo Shu. This is a 5A attraction and one of the biggest waterfalls in the whole of China.
If time permits, on the journey returning to Anshun, we shall visit a Stone House village of the Buyi (or
Buoyei) tribal people. Overnight in the same hotel in Anshun.
Day 05, Wednesday 5th April, 2017
By coach we travel through the attractive karst scenery to visit the Longgang “Dragon Palace”. Here we can
stroll alongside the river before taking an elevator ride up to a beautiful lake and descending by some steps
to board boats to travel through impressive caves. Overnight in the same hotel in Anshun.
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Day 06, Thursday 6th April, 2017
By coach we shall travel back to the outskirts of Guiyang (about 2 hours) to what is known as the “Ancient”
town of Qingyan. This town was established in the Ming dynasty with town walls, city gates and a fort. It is
largely reconstructed but retains Chinese architecture. It is now traffic free. There are plenty of sites of
interest and displays of Guizhou Huaxi Di opera and dance with the facial masks of Nuo. There are some
secluded, narrow winding streets as well as the main walking streets with its restaurants serving local
speciality foods and shops with local products. Overnight in a hotel in Qingyan town.
Day 07, Friday 7th April, 2017
We have much of the morning to explore further in Qingyan before an early lunch and leaving Qingyan at
about 11:30 am for the airport by coach to catch the HK Airlines flight departing at 15:15 for Hong Kong,
due to arrive at Chek Lap Kok at 18:20.

Kindly confirm your commitment by email to <peterstuckey@yahoo.com.hk> and cc copy to
<eugenia@phoenixtrvl.com>
Please let Phoenix Services have your Booking Form and cheque (payable to Phoenix Services (HK)
Ltd.) by 6 March.

******
LOCAL VISIT

Visit to Pokfulam Village
Further details to be announced.
Programme
Co-ordinator:Ms. Anna Kwong
Date:
Saturday, 8 April 2017
Time:
AM
Venue:
Pokfulam Village
Admission: RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Booking:
Please email <asykwong@akaa.hk> in advance to reserve your place and pay on the spot

******
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LECTURE

Collecting China - Reminiscences of a Successful
Hong Kong Art Addict
Brian McElney was born in Hong Kong in the early 1930s, and for a couple of
decades was one of the territory's top lawyers. But in his spare time, he also put
together one of the greatest collections of Chinese antiques in the world, many of
them spotted by him amongst the knick-knacks on Hollywood Road and Cat Street.
Brian is publishing his memoirs in April 2017, and will tell tales of the 1960s and
1970s in both collecting and lawyering, and share his stories of some of the pieces
that changed his life.

Programme
Co-ordinator:Ms. Chai Kim Wah
Date:
Wednesday, 12 April 2017
Time:
Reception desk opens at 6:30 pm; talk starts 7:00 pm
Venue:
Centre for Visual Arts (CVA), 7A, Kennedy Road, Mid-Levels
Admission: RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Booking:
Please email <chai_kw@yahoo.com.hk> in advance to reserve your place and pay on the
spot.

******
LOCAL VISIT

Piecing Together Sha Po:
Archaeological Investigations & Landscape Reconstruction
We will present the findings of our synthetic research at Sha Po on Lamma Island,
but also, we hope, offer useful and meaningful insights into the process by which we
came to recognise and then attempted to unlock the site’s enormous research
potential. Initially our involvement was through practical engagement as field
archaeologists, but subsequently the bulk of our effort was focused on the analysis
and interpretation of the site’s huge and diverse archaeological archive, which had
mostly been gathered by others.
Early on we recognised that if we were to do justice to that rich resource, we would
need to invest a significant amount of our time and find some serious funding to
support the research and publication of the results. We were therefore incredibly
fortunate that the Lord Wilson Heritage Trust were able to generously support the project and wholeheartedly
‘bought into’ our overriding goal of sharing our findings with the widest possible scholarly and general
readership. In effect, we attempted to write two books in one: a scholarly work of synthesis and interpretation,
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and an accessible, richly-illustrated book for readers with a more general interest in Hong Kong’s history
and archaeology.
Our presentation will follow two interwoven narratives: one being a historiographical account of Sha Po’s
incremental discovery in terms of Hong Kong’s wider history of archaeological work, and the second being
a multi-period social landscape narrative that we hope will help ‘bring to life’ the succession of communities
that inhabited ancient Sha Po and, by extension, the wider coastal region of Hong Kong. A selection of Sha
Po’s ‘star finds’ will also be presented at the end of the talk.
The Speaker
Mick Atha is a UK-trained field archaeologist, university lecturer, and editor
who has been based in Hong Kong for over nine years. Since 2011 he has taught
in the Department of Anthropology at the Chinese University of Hong Kong,
delivering courses on Hong Kong archaeology, archaeological field methods,
and landscape studies. Kennis Yip studied field archaeology in the UK and
has worked for an archaeological consultancy firm in Hong Kong since 1999.
As well as working together on the Sha Po research, Mick and Kennis are both Hong Kong licensed
archaeologists and have collaborated on various archaeological research projects. These have included the
geophysical survey and excavation of a Tang dynasty cemetery at San Tau on Lantau Island and, most
recently, the survey and excavation of a Han dynasty coastal settlement on Yim Tin Tsai island near Sai
Kung, which also served as a training dig for CUHK undergraduates following the archaeology minor
programme.
They are married with a daughter and live near Sha Po on Lamma Island.
(Photo courtesy: Dr. Mick Atha & Dr. Kennis Yip)

Programme
Co-ordinator: Mr. Michael Broom
Speaker:
Dr. Mick Atha & Dr. Kennis Yip
Date:
Friday, 21 April 2017
Time:
Reception desk opens at 6:30 pm; talk starts 7:00 pm
Venue:
Centre for Visual Arts (CVA), 7A, Kennedy Road, Mid-Levels
Admission: RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Booking:
Please email <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk> in advance to reserve your
place and pay at the door

******
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AGM

RASHK 57th Annual General Meeting & Cocktail Party
Our Annual General Meeting will be held at the Hong Kong Club on Friday, 28th April 2017. Similar to last
year, the AGM will be followed by a cocktail party. In accordance with the Club’s regulations, the event
must be hosted by a member. Therefore, the notice at the venue will be in the name of "Mr Robert Nield",
not the Society.
The General Meeting will begin at 6.30 pm, with cocktails and canapés to follow at 7.30 pm. Drinks will be
able to be purchased prior to the cocktail party.
A booking form is provided at the end of this Newsletter and should be mailed to Royal Asiatic Society Hong
Kong, GPO Box 3864, Hong Kong together with your cheque made payable to ‘Royal Asiatic Society Hong
Kong Branch’. If you only wish to attend the AGM, please inform the Administrator, Ms. Ivy Ho, so that
seating can be arranged: <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk>.
Although the Club’s regulations prohibit the sale of books, the Society is very keen to showcase any books
that have been written or edited by members in the last twelve months or so. Note that this does not include
books that have been published by members on a commercial basis. If you would like to promote a book that
you have written or edited recently, please notify the Administrator and bring a copy to the AGM, together
with order forms to allow members to purchase a copy if they wish.
If members wish to submit nominations for the Society's Council, they are asked to complete the nomination
form at the end of this Newsletter and return it to the Hon. Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong
Branch, GPO Box 3864, Hong Kong not later than Friday, 21st April 2017. Nominees, as well as their
Proposer and Seconder, must be members of good standing. Election will be by a majority of members
present as required by the Constitution of the Society. Members are reminded that the Council is a functional
one. The standard of the Society’s activities depends on having officers and members of the Council who
are willing to take their part in the efficient management and control of the Society’s affairs. Please note that
a quorum of 20 members is required for any General Meeting.
Kindly note that the dress code for the event is Smart Casual. Smart Casual includes slacks and an opennecked shirt with collar. Shirts must be tucked in. Denim jeans, T-shirts, tracksuits, shorts, shoes for sports
activities and flip flops are not acceptable.
******
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LECTURE

Ireland’s Imperial Mandarin – Sir Robert Hart,
the Most Influential Foreigner in Qing China
“There is almost no Chinese official upon whom I can rely. But the report of this
foreigner is reliable … If we had 100 Harts, our affairs would run smoothly.” Prince
Gong, Director of the Tsungli Yamen, in June 1861. The prince headed the Yamen,
forerunner of the Foreign Ministry, from 1861 to 1884 and 1894 until his death in 1898.
Sir Robert Hart served as the Inspector-General of the Imperial Maritime Customs
Service of the Qing dynasty from 1863 until his death in 1911. No foreigner has ever
had or will ever have the life he did in China. He provided the government with more
than 20 per cent of its annual revenue, set up the Chinese Post Office, founded a system
of lighthouses along the coast, bought British warships that were the foundation of the modern Chinese navy
and negotiated a peace treaty to end the Sino-French war of 1884-85. He was a trusted confidant of
government leaders who constantly sought his advice in how to deal with the aggressive and meddling
foreigners. His finest hour came in the Boxer Rebellion of 1900. With 1,300 other foreigners and 3,100
Chinese, he was trapped in the Legation Quarter of Beijing for 55 days, ready for death. After the siege,
many called for partition of China or imposition of a new dynasty -- but Hart argued that the fault for the
rebellion lay with the foreigners.
His personal life was just as dramatic. He had a Chinese lady friend, Miss Ayaou, with whom he had three
children. He sent them to be brought up by a foster family in London. Then he married an Irish lady from
his home place; they also had three children. He did everything possible to prevent the two families from
knowing of or meeting the other. Mark O’Neill uses a wide range of sources, in English and Chinese, to
describe this fascinating and complex character in all his many colours.”
The Speaker
Mr Mark O’Neill was born in 1950 in Britain. He was educated at Marlborough College
and New College, Oxford where he graduated with a degree in English Language and
Literature. He worked in Washington DC, Manchester and Belfast before moving to Hong
Kong in 1978. He has lived in Asia since then, working in Hong Kong, Taiwan, India, China
and Japan for Reuters News Agency and the South China Morning Post. He now lives in
Hong Kong and works as a journalist, writer and university lecturer. He speaks French,
Mandarin, Cantonese and Japanese.
Programme
Speaker:
Date:
Time:
Venue:
Admission:
Booking:

Mr. Mark O’Neill
Wednesday, 10 May 2017
Reception desk opens at 6:30 pm; talk starts 7:00 pm
Centre for Visual Arts (CVA), 7A, Kennedy Road, Mid-Levels
RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Please email <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk> in advance to reserve your
place and pay at the door
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Cross-border China Visit to Kaiping, Diaolou, The Cangdong Project,
Jiangmen & Xinhui – 7 - 10 January, 2017
Written by John & Phylis Wilson
What a lot of places to pack into a 4-day visit! - but typical of the
meticulous planning that has become the hallmark of RAS HK trips
organised by Rocky Dang and Peter Stuckey with the help of
Eugenia at Phoenix Services.
Our family - a former Legal Department officer and Hong Kongborn wife and two daughters - had not been to the Chinese mainland
together before and when an RAS trip was organised during our
Christmas and New Year visit to the family in Hong Kong, we
couldn’t resist. It was a chance to visit Guangdong under expert guidance, and to meet up with old RAS
friends.
The trip was a great success for all who took part – 29 of us at the
start and 20 at the end, with 9 leaving in two groups to return to
work (as planned!) It began with a coach to the border at Shenzhen
Bay, followed by a 3-hour coach journey to Kaiping. The route took
us across the Humen Bridge over the Pearl River, with a sight of the
Bogue Forts and memories of the First Opium War. Then across the
West River and past Shui Kau (‘water mouth’) a city devoted to the
making of sanitary ware. Lunch was at the Ling Zhi restaurant
where the menu has a mushroom theme for each course (tea, soup,
main dishes and even the dessert!) and which is attached to a
fascinating mushroom farm.
Kaiping (known in Cantonese as ‘Hoiping’) is a middle-size city
at the confluence of three rivers. It is in the area formerly known
as ‘Sze Yap’ (four counties) but now known as ‘Wuyi’ as a fifth
county has been added. It was from this area that many Chinese
emigrated to the US, Canada and elsewhere starting from about the
1840’s, and is in fact the ancestral homeland of a large proportion
of Hong Kong Chinese. It seemed particularly appropriate for an
overseas half-Chinese family to be visiting, and it was good that
the RAS group included several other Chinese Hong Kongers,
some of whom had ancestral links to the area.
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One of the main aims of the visit was to see the amazing structures
that were either funded or built by overseas Chinese who had
‘made good’ and returned to enhance their home villages with
structures that would both protect the village and add lustre to it.
These ‘Diaolou’ were built mostly between 1890 and 1930. They
show a wide range of architectural styles, from the crusader fort to
the Indian palace. Most are between 6 and 8 storeys, with fortresstype roofs and ‘loophole’ windows. Some were originally painted
in the blue of the Republican movement.
Some diaolou were purely defensive watchtowers, others could be used communally, while yet others,
particularly the later ones, were more in the style of mansions, though, sadly even these were not lived in for
more than a few years, and most are now semi-derelict. We were able to visit the earliest, a Ming Dynasty
diaolou, and more recent ones, dating from the 1920’s and 1930’s, at Canada Village and at the Zili villages,
which are now UNESCO World Heritage Sites. We also visited some of the mansions preserved at the
beautiful Li Gardens, which had painted covered walkways and a display of miniature diaolou.
Another main aim of the visit was to see the work of the Cangdong
Project which Rocky Dang and Peter Stuckey have a particular
interest in. One of its main achievements so far has been to restore
two ancestral halls, the diaolou, some village houses and a temple
in Cangdong village. On the Sunday, we went to Cangdong and in
one of the ancestral halls were treated to a display of calligraphy by
two local experts (which some of the party also tried their hands at).
We were also treated to a performance of Chinese music and
Cantonese opera under a banyan tree, while being photographed by
a drone camera – a novel experience for all of us!
The Cangdong Heritage Education Centre is part of the Cangdong Project and is led by Dr Selia Tan, who
teaches at Wuyi University in Jiangmen, and is known to many RAS members. In one of the ancestral halls,
she gave us a fine illustrated lecture of the architecture in the area. The Cangdong Project received an Award
of Merit from UNESCO last year. The Centre welcomes volunteers and it was good to meet some of them
at Cangdong and Tangkou (CJ, Phyllis and Nana.). For more information search Youtube for “Cangdong
Project”, contact <rockydang@yahoo.com> or see the website at <www.intrinsic.com.hk>
On the Monday, after a visit to a plum orchard where the blossom had unfortunately just ended (but where
some of the party explored a rocky ravine), we were shown around the Cangdong Project hostel and
community centre complex in renovated buildings in Tangkou Town. We also saw the World Granaries that
were built in the 1950’s to receive grain from surrounding villages during the Great Leap Forward (or ‘Large
Jump Progress’ as the local sign says.) Some then went for a bike ride along the Guangdong Greenway,
while others visited Rong Gui Fang village, where the diaolou had graffiti in English dating back to the
wartime years.
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The few days of the tour also managed to pack in several other
interesting visits. One was a brief tour of Chikan Town, with its
old riverfront houses which have featured in several films, but
which are now being taken over by CITIC. It was good to be able
to see the town while still in its rather dilapidated state, and many
of us bought souvenirs from the stalls there.
On the final day we went to Xinhui where we visited the Tung Wah
Overseas Chinese Graveyard and met another Cangdong Project
volunteer, Jim Lam, who assisted in guiding us. The site contains
the bone-jars of about 1,500 deceased overseas Chinese, returned from America by the Tung Wah group.
We also visited the Confucian Academy which was a large complex, with all the appearance of a temple and
its reverent ambience. On the way to lunch, we saw some young women releasing small birds, presumably
as a Buddhist offering; and a camel in the square outside the City Hall on which we could have had our
photos taken. China is so full of surprises!
Our final visit was to the Wuyi Museum of Overseas Chinese in Jiangmen, which illustrated the hardships
of the nearly 3 million Chinese who emigrated from the area, and the achievements of many of them in the
worlds of science, the arts, politics and business in the century and a half since emigration began. This seemed
a fitting end to a visit which had opened the eyes of those of us who have not been to China recently to its
continuing ability to preserve the best of the past while moving ahead dynamically to the future. Thank you,
RAS!
(Photos courtesy: Mr. Michael Broom & Mr. Peter Stuckey)

******

A History of The Hongkong Club
Written by Helen Tinsley (based on notes kindly provided by Dr Ann Si Li)
RAS members were privileged to listen to Vaudine England talk
about the history of the Hong Kong Club which was based on her
book, ‘Kindred Spirits’, recently published in October 2016. This
publication with some beautiful colour illustrations, was
commissioned by the Club and available only to Hong Kong Club
members. A couple of copies were circulated for the audience to
browse. Despite technical problems which meant we were not able
to view most of the prepared slides, Vaudine shared with us in a
most entertaining way the background to this project, the research
challenges she faced, her role as investigative reporter, the support from members and staff and the sense of
achievement when the book was published after three and half years of work.
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In fact there were two previous attempts to document the Club’s history, the most recent being in 1994 when
much oral history was obtained from interviews with both members and staff. There are very few known
Club documents in existence, following the founding of the Club in 1846, after first discussions about its
formation in 1844, but it was clearly an important part of colonial life in Hong Kong from earliest times.
Minutes of that 1846 meeting were saved, as well as some minutes from 1893.There was no list of members
until 1910, but some lists of shareholders. There were storied memories of a brown suitcase which contained
1970’s Club records but which had not been seen since 1980s and frustration regarding the lack of records
and memorabilia retained when the previous building was knocked down in 1981.
Now considered a private elitist club for the wealthy, the early club was mainly for white men of British
backgrounds/ connections and modelled on clubs of the time in Madras and Bombay. Members were
energetic traders and professionals who relished living and working in Hong Kong, with all the opportunities
that presented. Many were Freemasons. The site of the first clubhouse was on Queen’s Road, near Wyndham
Street. Records of the Club’s activities for the first 100 years mainly come from secondary sources such as
HSBC records, Jardine Mathieson bar bills and visitors’ diaries. A lot of stories involved alcohol. It was an
important hub of colonial life. Nonetheless HK Club members were influential in many aspects of the local
community, as well as the setting up of the HK Jockey Club. The Club relocated to its present site on
reclaimed land in 1893. Paul Chater, an Armenian from Calcutta, was a noted member at that time. We also
heard the stories of the Annexe building, linked to the Hong Kong Club and later sold to bolster Club
finances. The Club membership was also active in creating the space in front of the Club on which the
Cenotaph was erected.
Access for use and membership of the Club by women was a slow process. In the 1940’s the category of
Associate Member was created and women could be sponsored by a current (male) member. Women who
came to Hong Kong for overseas employment were also accepted, as could the widow of a member be
accepted in her own name. Initially only permitted to access the Library via a back door of the main building
and the ‘Ladies Lounge’ in the Annexe Building, most of the Club was off limits to women. Slowly other
facilities opened up in stages, but voting membership for women only came in 1996 when Hong Kong passed
sex discrimination legislation. From a pragmatic perspective, it was reported that revenue increased once
women were admitted. Even now there are perhaps about 200 lady members in an overall membership of
about 1500 active members.
During World War 2, there are records of Club Committee meetings being held by members in the Stanley
Internment Camp. The Club premises were occupied by the Japanese Navy and there was very little damage.
Immediately post war the British Navy took over the Club Building which was handed back to the
membership only after the appointment of an ex-Navy man as Club General Secretary. In 1964 it was agreed
that local Eurasian members of the community would be invited to apply for membership but the quota was
limited to 50, which took years to attain.
After much debate, in 1981, the ‘old Hong Kong Club Building’ was knocked down and replaced by the
existing modern building. It seems not much memorabilia was saved from the old colonial style structure.
Staff of the Hong Kong Club were also interviewed extensively for this book. Many were very long serving
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(up to 40 years), devoted to their jobs and very discreet. They had great respect for the prevailing rules and
values of the Club membership which were instilled at an early stage of employment and then sustained.
Their ability to recognize ad remember members’ preferences even after a long period of absence from Hong
Kong, are legendary.
Following this much-appreciated talk, those who attended shared some of their own memories of Club life.
(Photo courtesy: Dr. Helen Tinsley)

******

From Son of Heaven to Commoner
Written by Adrianne Lam

On a bright, sunny morning in January, members of the RAS assembled outside the Museum of Coastal
Defence. This was the site of the old Lei Yu Mun fort and commands a spectacular view of the eastern
entrance to Hong Kong harbour. Saturday was a popular day for school visits and the place resounded to
the cries of busloads of excited schoolchildren. By the time our group had taken the elevator up to the
main exhibition area, the kids had scattered into the various tunnels and chambers, so our tour was
conducted in relative peace.
The organizer of our visit, our President, Mr Michael Bloom introduced us to our docent, Mr Joseph Lau,
who took us through each of the five rooms devoted to the current exhibit: From Son of Heaven to Commoner
- Puyi, the last emperor of China. This exhibition was jointly organized by the Museum of Coastal Defence
and The Museum of the Imperial Palace of the Manchu State, from Aug 2016 to mid Feb
2017 and commemorates the 110th anniversary of the birth of Aisin-Gioro Puyi. As Malvolio put it, some
are born great, some become great and some have greatness thrust upon them. The hapless three year old
Puyi had a crumbling empire thrust into his tiny hands. He held the rare distinction of being made emperor
thrice and adbidicating thrice. (His second reign lasted all of 10 days, which was in a thrice indeed.) The
exhibit documents such a life in photographs, charts, some official papers, and personal effects, including
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items of clothing (originals and replicas). Our docent took us through each room,
arranged chronologically to show Puyi's early life within the Forbidden City,
expulsion from the Palace and life in Tianjin, as puppet emperor of Manchuko
under Japanese rule, capture by the Soviets, rehabilitation by the Chinese
Communist Party in a labour camp not far from his own ancestral village,
eventual release and life as a 'commoner' in Beijing. Of course, the irony is that
just as he was never truly emperor, so he could never be truly a commoner.
After the tour, some members headed to the cafe for some refreshment, while
others chose to watch two documentaries, originally produced by Liaoning TV,
with English commentary. These showed that many of the important moments
in Puyi's life were carefully staged by his manipulators and caught on camera. Yet through all this, one can
catch a glimpse of an uncommon man - someone who endured a childhood isolated from his family, someone
brought up under the dubious care of eunuchs, someone whose position made it impossible to know whom
to trust or what was real, someone who was made to marry five times - yet the only wife he cared for ended
up dead under the care of a Japanese doctor. This was a man who survived all that fate threw at him and
managed to emerge in the 1960s as 'Lao Pu', old Pu, researcher at the Literary & Historical Materials
Commission of the National Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference. He
proved to be a hardworking researcher with a strong interest in history and, when his schedule permitted,
enjoyed gardening.
(Photos courtesy: Dr. Helen Tinsley)

******

Visit to the Ohel Leah Synagogue
Written by Bill Greaves
Twenty-nine of us arrived on a Sunday morning at the Synagogue office in
Robinson Road for our security screening before we were invited into the
synagogue precinct, which proved to be a very picturesque setting for our keen
photographers, with many flowering pot plants, making a pleasant contrast
with the busy street above.
The interior of the building has recently received a very sensitive restoration
which has retained the old symbolic furnishings and parts of the structure, such
as the chequered marble floor and the teakwood seating benches, while
introducing a new air-conditioning system throughout, which has been
cleverly concealed within the structure.
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Our first speaker was Richard Winston, who gave a wide-ranging talk on the
basic principles and beliefs of Judaism, and explained much of the symbolism
of the furnishings and fittings in the synagogue. He covered some of the
intricacies of Jewish dietary laws, which to non-Jews can seem bewildering and
random, but he patiently explained that many of the taboos were based on the
prevention of disease in ancient times, which have now become an accepted
part of Jewish law. It was reassuring to know that cats and dogs were definitely
off the Jewish menu, particularly as we were later booked-in for some
traditional snacks.

Members took the opportunity to ask questions, including: Why,
men and women were segregated during the services, men to the
ground floor and the women to the upper floor (gallery)? Answer:
to prevent distractions by gossiping and also it was a long tradition.
Question: How can you join the Judaism club? Answer: Have a
Jewish mother or father, if not, then learn some Hebrew, make a
surgical “commitment” (men only), and then apply to the local
Rabbi for further instruction; (seems as difficult as entry to the
Hong Kong Club?)
The next speaker was Allen Green, who spoke about the long history of Judaism in China, which was
introduced by Sephardic Jewish traders from the Middle-East via the Silk Road. But, David’s contention
that silk manufacturing was introduced into China from Persia by that route, may need some further
evidence? Certainly, it is likely that some improvements to Chinese manufacturing techniques and silkworm
rearing may have come that way (comments from our historians would be welcome). He explained the origin
of the Hong Kong synagogue, from the first building in Hollywood Road to the present building, which was
funded by grandsons of David Sassoon and named after their mother Leah, (hence Ohel Leah, meaning Tent
of Leah, being a reference to the tents used during the “40 years wandering in the desert”).
We then took some time to wander around the rooms for a closer
study and we were fortunate to meet a young lad who was studying
for his Bar Mitzvah ceremony, who read us a passage in Hebrew
from a 100 year old torah (book of laws). At middle school he
learns Hebrew, as well as English and Putongwah. The torahs are
parchment scrolls about 400mm long that open horizontally and are
read from right to left; they are kept in ornate silver tubular
containers.
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Our final talk was by long-time RAS member, Alan Goldstein, who
gave us a detailed explanation of the architecture of the present
building, that was built in 1902 and designed by Leigh & Orange
Architects. Also of the battle of 1996, to save the building from
demolition and redevelopment (this controversy involved the
government, both the orthodox and reformist Jewish communities,
land developers, Antiquities Advisory Board, and even advisement
from the Chief Rabbi in Israel). This acrimonious incident now
seems to have become an established episode in the history of
Judaism in Hong Kong. Alan regretted that there was no time to introduce us to the many annual Jewish
festivals that are held at Ohel Leah, because that was a detailed topic requiring another whole morning visit.
The Rabbi of the Ohel Leah dropped in about this time, and must have been sufficiently impressed by the
interest and knowledge displayed by the RAS members, that he immediately signed up for RAS membership
(a warm welcome, Rabbi Asher Oser!).
We then adjourned to the Jewish Community Centre in the adjoining high block, for kosher snacks, which
comprised mini-bagels, and conventional-looking cakes and cookies, but not containing any of the banned
ingredients. The coffee was served with soya-milk, because cow’s milk was not permitted in the snack bar,
which also served meat. To round-off the visit, Richard took us into the Koshermart, to check out the
groceries and many imported Israeli delicacies – the freshly baked bread was particularly popular. Shalom!
(Photos courtesy: Mr. Bill Greaves & Ms. Ivy Ho)

******

Guns, Graves & Geckos – A Walk Around Mount Davis
Written by Helen Tinsley
Even for those who have lived in this part of Hong Kong for many years, this
walk kindly led by David Bellis was full of previously unknown information and
hidden local historical treasures. Our group of 14 started and finished our walk
near two 1903 boundary stones, one well known on Pokfulam Road, as our group
walked up from the bus station at Pokfield Road, and the other, not so well
known, embedded at the edge of a recreation area on the border of Kennedy
Town.
Mount Davis Road provided us with an opportunity to see various cemeteries/
burial grounds in the area and reflect on burial practices of different communities
at different times within Hong Kong - rich and poor, from different religious
groups and ethnic cultures. Originally chosen for their Feng Shui and distance from the city – the Protestant
cemetery, the Chiu Yuen cemetery for members of the Eurasian community and the small stones on the
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hillside marking the graves of immigrants who died far from their home villages - all provide peaceful last
resting places. As we climbed the hill towards the Mount Davis Reservoir we were rewarded with not only
wonderful seaviews over the Lamma Channel, but we could also see the red roofs of the UNESCO Award
Tung Wah Coffin Home at Sandy Bay - perhaps a chance for another RAS visit someday.
In colonial times Mount Davis was a significant strategic site for
pill boxes and gun emplacements to guard the sea lane entrance to
Hong Kong and the hill tracks to other parts of the island. Many of
these constructions can still be seen embedded into the hill side at
different sites and have been used by various armies at different
times - the British, the Japanese and the Free Chinese army soldiers.
We saw iron rings still embedded into rock, at sites to tether the
mules which were used to transport arsenal for the guns. Some of
the pillboxes have been taken over by geckos as their nurseries, but
we did not venture in to disturb them.
A gentle walk down the hill gave us a view looking down onto Victoria Road and a set of white buildings
on the left-hand side of the road which were once used in colonial times as a centre for the interview and
detention of dissidents. Locals called it the ‘Black Jail’ and still mention its history when talking to visitors.
It is now a construction site to create a centre of learning for Chicago University.
As we walked along Victoria Road towards Kennedy Town, on the left side
were steps down to the water side, sites of former swimming clubs, now a
favourite venue for photographers. There was a faded concrete archway, which
one of our group later managed to identify as the step access to a former food
seasoning factory set up in 1958. We also passed the former hillside site of
Mount Davis Village, which was once a precarious home for a community now
safely rehoused and the illegal huts removed.
Our group parted on the edge of Kennedy Town at the stone memorial which
celebrates the former Tung Wah Smallpox Hospital, with grateful thanks to
David Bellis for his wonderful knowledge of the area and pleasant walk in
beautiful weather.
Some of our group then went off to quench our thirst over lunch at the Little
Creatures Brewery in Kennedy Town. This microbrewery is based in
Freemantle, Western Australia with the Hong Kong branch its first venture
overseas. It is a relatively recent addition to the large range of hospitality
choices now available in Kennedy Town, a part of Hong Kong which the
extended Island Line MTR is both changing and making readily accessible. It
was a satisfying and enjoyable way to end our trip.
(Photos courtesy: Dr. Helen Tinsley)
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St John’s Cathedral Shop
Arrangements have been made with St John’s Cathedral Bookshop for copies
of RAS journals Vols. 52 – 56 and the book ‘Hong Kong Going, Gone’ to be
sold through the shop. It is hoped that Members will actively support this
facility, and encourage others to purchase Society publications from the
Bookshop. Their email address is: <bookstor@stjohnscathedral.org.hk>

*****

2017 Membership Renewal
Members are reminded that renewals are due on 1st January, 2017. If you currently pay by cheque and
would prefer the convenience of paying by Direct Debit, please contact the Administrator for a Direct
Debit Authorisation form on <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk>. Those of you who pay by
Standing Order are requested to please ensure that the Order is for the appropriate amount.
Annual
Hong Kong Resident - Individual / Institutional

HK$750

Hong Kong Resident - Joint / Family

HK$1,100

Hong Kong Resident – Student*

HK$50

* in full time education – please enclose a photocopy of your student ID.
Life
Life – Single

HK$10,500

Life – Joint

HK$15,400

Overseas
Overseas - Annual

HK$450

Overseas - Life

HK$6,300
******
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PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM
Journals
Vols. 1 – 51
Vols. 52 – 56

Price HK$
$50.00 each
$200.00 each

Books
Hong Kong Going and Gone
A Sense of Place: Hong Kong West of Pottinger Street

$120.00
$300.00

P&P
within HK
A Sense of Place: Hong Kong West of Pottinger Street
$55.00
Full set of Journals
$260.00
All other volumes (per volume)
$25.00
TOTAL

Qty
___
___

Order
_____
_____

___
___

_____
_____

Overseas (surface/registered)
$130.00
_____
price on request
_____
$65.00
_____
HK$ _________

Please send the order & cheque, payable to Royal Asiatic Society, Hong Kong Branch, to RASHKB, GPO Box 3864,
Hong Kong. We accept US$ or GBP cheques at exchange rates of US$1=HK$8 / GBP1=HK$11, but please also
add US$15/ GBO10.50 per cheque to cover bank charges incurred in clearing your cheque.
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PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY HONG KONG STUDIES SERIES
Title
Ancestral Images
Cantonese Society in HK and Singapore
Custom, Land and Livelihood in Rural South China
The Dragon and the Crown: Hong Kong Memoirs (hardback)
The Dragon and the Crown: Hong Kong Memoirs (paperback)
Early China Coast Meteorology
East River Column: Hong Kong Guerrillas in the Second World War and After (hardback)
East River Column (paperback)
East River Column (Chinese edition)
Escape from Hong Kong (hardback)
Escape from Hong Kong (paperback)
Forgotten Souls
For Gods, Ghosts and Ancestors
Governors, Politics and the Colonial Office
Hong Kong Internment, 1942-1945 (paperback)
The Lone Flag: Memoir of the British Consul in Macau during World War II
Portugal, China & Macau Negotiations
Public Success, Private sorrow: The Life & Times of Charles Henry Brewitt Taylor
Reluctant Heroes: Rickshaw Pullers in Hong Kong and Canton, 1874-1954
Resist to the End: Hong Kong, 1941-1945
Scottish Mandarin
Six-Day War of 1899: Hong Kong in the Age of Imperialism (hardback)
Six-Day War of 1899 (paperback)
Southern District Officer Reports
Watching over Hong Kong: Private Policing 1841-1941 (paperback)
Ireland’s Imperial Mandarin (Robert Hart) (paperback) **Note 1
Ireland’s Imperial Mandarin (Robert Hart) (paperback) (Chinese edition) **Note 1
**Note 1. Available at branches of Joint Publishing, Commercial Press and other major
Bookshops in Hong Kong
All other books listed can be ordered through the HKU Press website
http://www.hkupress.org (under “Book Series” then “Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong
Studies Series”)

******
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HK$
260.00
260.00
260.00
190.00
120.00
220.00
190.00
140.00
110.00
220.00
150.00
320.00
195.00
220.00
130.00
240.00
210.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
220.00
190.00
150.00
210.00
150.00
168.00
128.00
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Contact Details
COUNCIL MEMBERS CONTACT DETAILS
Position

Name

Phone

Fax

E-mail

President

Mr Michael Broom

2719 4974

2719 4958

president@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

Vice-President

Dr Gillian Bickley

2259 3456

2688 0546

g.bickley@proversepublishing.com

Vice-President

Dr Helen Tinsley

9034 2241

fulttins@netvigator.com

Immediate Past
President

Mr Christopher Young

6388 5155

clbyoung@gmail.com

Past President

Mr Robert Nield

2540 0722

2335 5470

hiflyer@netvigator.com

Past President

Dr Patrick Hase

2658 6529

2658 5400

phhase@hku.hk

Hon. Secretary

Mr David McKellar

2843 2493

2103 5996

mckellar@graduate.hku.hk

Hon. Treasurer

Ms Connie Carmichael

2994 2488

Hon. Librarian

Ms Edith Chan

2241 5624

Hon. Editor

Dr Stephen Davies

3917 5034

stephen.davies79@gmail.com

Hon. Activities
Coordinator

Dr Helen Tinsley

9034 2241

fulttins@netvigator.com

Hon. Archivist

Mrs Anna McCormick

9684 1066

Council Member

Ms Davina Lee

9196 5934

Council Member

Ms Moody Tang

2813 2322

Council Member

Mr Donald Gasper

2858 6601

treasurer@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk
2857 2048

2859 2115

librarian@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

annamcc@hku.hk
dioramaprojects@gmail.com

2813 8033

website@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk
d_gasper@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

OTHER USEFUL CONTACT
Position

Name

Phone

E-mail

Administrator

Ms Ivy Ho

6590 7523

membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

(Part-time)

******
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Booking Forms
Phoenix Services Agency (HK) Ltd.
Rm.1417, Austin Tower, 22-26 Austin Avenue, TST, Kowloon, Hong Kong;
Email: ras@phoenixtrvl.com; rockydang@yahoo.com; Tel: (852) 2722 7378; (852) 9182 3483;
BOOKING FORM
Guizhou Tour
Sat 1 Apr to Fri 7 Apr, 2017: 7 days/6 nights
Costs:

Booking Deadline:

RASHK Members - HK$ 16,800 per person, sharing a Twin-bed Room;
Non-Member Supplement - HK$ 750;
Single occupancy Supplement - HK$ 2,800;
06 March 2017

I would like to join the above Tour organized by Phoenix Services Agency (HK) Ltd ("Phoenix Services") for the benefit
of the Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong ("RASHK").
Passport / Return Permit Name: __________________________________________(underline surname);
Passport Nationality: _______________________; Passport / Permit No.: ________________________;
Passport / Permit Expiry Date: ________________________; Date of Birth: ______________________;
Contact Address:______________________________________________________________________;
____________________________________________________________________________________;
Tel. No(s).: ___________________________; Email Address(es): ______________________________;
Emergency Contact Information:_________________________________________________________;
Please Tick in the Appropriate Box. * Delete as appropriate.
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

I am a current member of the RASHK, and am entitled to Members' rates;
I am not a member, and agree to pay the Non-Member Supplement of HK$ 750;
I wish to share a [Twin / Double]* room
(with____________________________________);
I need a single room, and agree to pay the Single Room Supplement of $ 2,800;
Please make the following dietary arrangements, if possible:____________________________;

By signing hereunder, I confirm my understanding that this trip is organized by Phoenix Services for the benefit of RASHK,
and that its members and the participants in this tour shall not be held liable for any accident, injury or loss not directly
caused by them. I also acknowledge that confirmed economy class tickets are non-refundable and non-changeable, and that
if there are insufficient participants, the trip may be cancelled with a full refund of my payments (if made), or if there are
unforeseen circumstances, the tour may be aborted. I also hereby consent to Phoenix Services donating any portion of my
payment(s), to RASHK for its charitable purposes.

___________________________________________________
(Signature)

______________________________________
(Date)

For enquiries, please contact Phoenix Services:
Eugenia Choi (ras@phoenixtrvl.com; 2722 7378) and/or Rocky Dang (rockydang@yahoo.com; 9182 3483)
Phoenix Services Agency (Hong Kong) Ltd. Travel Agent License No.:350706
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AGM

RAS 57th Annual General Meeting & Cocktail Party
Hong Kong Club • Friday, 28 April 2017
Please reserve _______ places for members at $395 each and _______ places for guests at $395 each.

I enclose my cheque for $ _______ payable to ‘Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch’.
Name(s) of Member(s): (please print).....................................................................................................
Membership No.: ............................
Name(s) of Guest(s): ................................................................................................................................
Telephone: (daytime)........................................... (evening) .....................................................................
Mobile: ................................. Email: (please print clearly)......................................................................
Please send cheque payable to ‘Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch’ with this form to:
Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch, G P O Box 3864, Hong Kong.

NOMINATION FORM
I would like to nominate Dr / Prof / Mr / Mrs / Miss
__________________________________________________________________________________
for election to the Council of The Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch.
I have ascertained that he/she is willing to stand for election.
Proposer: __________________________________________________________________________
Seconder: __________________________________________________________________________
Date:
__________________________________________________________________________________

Please return this form, no later than Friday 21st April, 2017 to:
The Hon. Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch, GPO Box 3864, Hong Kong.
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